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Capacities have been introduced by Choquet in 1953 [1], as well as a functional being known now as the Choquet integral. Independently in 1974, Sugeno introduced the concepts of fuzzy measure [11], which is basically the same as a capacity, and of fuzzy integral, known now as the Sugeno integral. From then, these two very different integrals began to be widely used in applied fields, essentially decision making (more particularly, decision under risk and uncertainty, multicriteria decision aid (MCDA)). If in decision under uncertainty, the use of the Choquet integral immediately received a firm theoretical basis through providing axiomatic characterizations [10], the first works in MCDA remained on a rather intuitive and experimental level. Perhaps the idea of Murofushi of using the Shapley value as an importance index [8], and later his proposal of interaction index [9], were the starting point for a more theoretical basis for the use of Choquet integral in MCDA. This was later developed by the author, proposing the notion of k-additive fuzzy measure [3], and using the MACBETH approach and concepts from measurement theory to embed the whole thing into a firm theoretical basis [5, 6, 7].

This survey will try to explain the fundamental concepts underlying the use of capacities and the Choquet integral in MCDA, as well as some recent advances. It is partly based on the survey papers [2] and the more recent [4], where the interested reader can find many references. We address the following topics:

(i) measurement scales, unipolar and bipolar scales
(ii) importance and interaction indices, Shapley value, various indices describing the behavior of the model
(iii) k-additive capacities, p-symmetric capacities
(iv) the Choquet integral as a parcimonious linear interpolator.

Lastly, we address the following very recent topic: suppose that the capacity is not known for every subset of the set N of criteria. How to compute the Choquet integral in this case? This situation may arise in MCDA for the following reason. A subset S of N is viewed as a prototypical alternative, being totally satisfactory on criteria in S, and totally unacceptable on other criteria. Depending on the peculiar problem, evidently some of these prototypical alternatives cannot exist, hence the capacity cannot be defined for these subsets. As a consequence, there will exist alternative such that it is not possible to compute their Choquet integral, which means that no overall score can be given to them. We provide an extension of the Choquet integral able to deal with this situation.
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